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About This Game

Ever feel like the world doesn't understand your talents? Mae is a rabbit-eared genius programmer, able to manipulate
reality with a few keystrokes or - the more fun option - blow up large swathes of reality in one of her custom-built Devices.

However, genius is never understood in its own time, and she's provoked a severe response from the environmental group "Blue
Revolver". Command her defiant counter-attack over 5 stages of manic struggle, blast through hordes of enemies and go face-to-

face with fearsome bosses.

Features:

 5 stages of heart-pounding struggle. Snowy mountains, hectic dockyards, nightmare bases and more...
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 Two pilots with 3 gun types each, and 8 special weapons to choose from! Blocking bullets, clearing crowds, carving up
bosses or milking points - the choice is yours.

 Adaptive difficulty system - the game tailors its difficulty on the fly to your skill level. Or if you're weird, pick Parallel
mode for a glimpse of the most the game can throw at you, including a "nice" surprise at the end.

 Missions mode - 24 single-stage challenges allow you to build up your skills before going for the full clear! Take on
strict survival and scoring challenges, or deal with slightly stranger things - experimental weapons, annoying giant bullets
and more.

 Flourish for high scores! Build up short chains and finish them off with the special weapon for big points. Score
BREAK bonuses by picking apart bosses and big enemies in difficult ways.

 Full original soundtrack by Qygen and Novaturtle - and tons of usable remix tracks by Exemia, Hyphen, MadDrift,
Terranaut, Mitomoro, Blue Phoenix, ikaruga_nex and Aghast.

 Online leaderboards and replays. (Windows only)

 Unlock gallery art, remix tracks and other goodies as you play.

 Screen scaling options (including portrait mode), rebindable controls, "kiosk mode" for parties or events.
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Stellar Circle
Publisher:
Stellar Circle
Release Date: 11 Oct, 2016
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English,French,Japanese,Russian
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Got to first town after fighting wolves and bees for roughly 3 minutes per enemy- desperately tried to live through the npc
design even though everyone was gazing into my soul.
Then I found some ladders. I climbed up them and it led to no where but a rooftop for some reason but I saw other rooftops to
go to so I assumed parkour.
Then I landed with too much momentum and slid down a hill into a permanently unescapable ditch.

And yet, the bottom line that I've hit is this game is presented horrendously.

The attempt at adding a combat system only to be a click-fest that somehow SURPASSES minecraft in terms of sheer
mediocrity is amazing to me. I can't recommend this right now, not until they play some well crafted titles, learn why they're
good and presented in a way that's applaudable.

I bought this for half off and if I was one of you who got it at full price I would have been even more disappointed than I
already am. This title has been out for two years in early access; do better developers.. Honestly, for 75c it's an absolute steal. If
you're wanting a game to play with your mates and laugh about; this is for sure one of the best options out there. I was looking at
the worst selling games on steam, thought i would give it a try and oh man, i am not dissapointed.

There are a few features you the gamer have to work out to truly enjoy that game, i wont spoil anymore than this but....
Reloading your gun kills the fish. shhh... you guys should make a open world game based of off this novel.. Memories <3. It's
just a basic platformer.

It's not bad but, just really a plain old platformer with a good soundtrack.

But to me, it can get boring after awhile.

So I wouldn't recommend this game if it was $1.00

But because it is, i'll give it to them.. lt;-----Ghostbusters fan. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME!!! I have been a fan of the series
from the original movie to the cartoon, and even to the new crappy movie that came out. I still have the original ecto 1 toy and
firehouse toy. If I wanted to play anything in the world in VR, it would be Ghostbusters. Sadly, I wanted these games to be it.
These 2 games(now hiring & showdown) are an affront to Ghostbuster fans and anyone with a pulse that plays video games.
This was a cash grab for the developers only. I have the Oculus Rift(which it says it supports) and I "played" 6 minutes of the
game. I say "played" because I gave the game 6 minutes to allow me to play it. I figured out 2 things in those 6 minutes: 1. How
to cross the street. 2. How much lube I will have to buy next time I throw money at this developer's games. If the controls in a
VR GAME take more than 30 secs to figure out, immersion is broken. At this point I am ranting and you can stop reading, but
if you choose to, read on. I watched the video playthrough of both games because of the bad reviews and because I was fully
excited to experience the games IF they were truley not worth it. The games are normally $7-$10 a game and the play time is
like 15 mins. Normally not worth it. But it's Ghostbusters, right? WRONG! I remember when they went on sale a few weeks
ago and said "screw it! I want me some VR Ghostbusters". I eagerly shoved my headset on and anticipated the awe and wonder
of what I would experience. I can safely say that even if I had invested in this game, I would have counted my losses and even
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vocalized not to purchase such a shoddy product. I remain in high hopes that one day we will experience a truely fantastic
Ghostbusters virtual reality experience, but for the love of GOD, this is NOT it!. Put so many hours into this game. Too bad
they ruined the sequels.
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My childhood. 10/10 game would recommend.. It's basically one of those flash games you'd play in school 15 years ago instead
of doing work, except those were free.. why does this stupid game skip every couple of seconds? its very anoying what a rip
off!!!. What an incredible update (graphically) to a great old game. It's not the most complicated of games, but it sure does take
a bit to work out what to do if you're not following a walkthrough.
Overall, I'd have to say that this is a great game and a welcome revival for a genre that is sadly laking in our current gaming
market.. Towery fun!
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